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The Best Players in the World Use Foresight Sports

1 Device, 5 Features

Indoor

Outdoor

Short game

Putting

On course







INSIDE. OUTSIDE. EVERYWHERE



The GCQuad has recently been named the #1 launch monitor in the world.

Club fitters can now use the Quad indoors or outside and experience

real time graphic analysis as you practice or play.



HI-SPEED ANALYTICS FOR CLUB FITTERS

Foresight’s GCQuad utilizes their patented 

Quadroscopic optics:

• With four high-speed cameras capturing 

clubface, ball and swing data in 

milliseconds the Quad provides 

comprehensive feedback almost 

instantaneously

• The Quad is the first monitor in the 

world capable of providing feedback on 

club face, swing, ball, and putting data in 

one machine 

• This is a major technological 

breakthrough in the industry 



PERFORMANCE SIMULATION ENHANCED WITH 

THE ALL NEW FSX 2018.

Our industry-leading FSX software just got an upgrade: FSX 2018. FSX 

2018 takes your favourite features from FSX and integrates them into 

a new user-friendly interface and graphics engine, giving players the 

most immersive performance feedback experience available. Use FSX 

2018 to perfect your driving on the range, or play on the same world-

class courses as the pros -- all in stunning, true-to-life 4K resolution. 

With FSX 2018, virtual golf is as real as it gets.

• Play, improve and compete on the world’s best

courses.

• Re-designed graphics engine and improved

interface functionality.

• 2 Camera and Dual Monitor support giving 

users

the most up-to-date swing analysis available.





SHORT GAME CHANGER

The ultimate real-world skills test, Inside 6 Feet puts players through an ever-changing – and increasingly 

Difficult – series of short game challenges that will hone areas for improvement in a relaxed, entertaining

Format. Complete with great tips from Foresight Sports’ staff Pros, Inside 6 is the perfect way to warm up

Before the next virtual or real-world round.

INSIDE 6 FEET AT A GLANCE

- Hone your short game - Get your shot featured on Shot of the Month

- Put your skills to the test - Play levels on a wide range of world-class courses

- Rank against other players







FORESIGHT FAIRGROUNDS

Combining classic carnival-style fun with short 

game skill-building, our Fairgrounds game pack is 

designed to deliver hours of fun for the entire 

family. Even beginning golfers will love this ever-

growing collection of games which includes 

favorites like putt skee, balloon pop, shooting 

gallery, splash wall, and darts.

Grab the popcorn and let the games begin!







CREDENTIAL TOUR PLAYERS



CURVED SCREEN BAY CONCEPT
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15 MINS SWING EVALUATION

Comprehensive and powerful video analysis software that allows 

you to stream live video images from a range of cameras, 

including high-speed cameras that provide up to 500 frames per 

second. The video analysis suite is equipped with all imaginable 

drawing tools, slow motion playback, video overlay and side by 

side comparison.

ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

HI-SPEED CAMERA

Industry-leading affordability and a host 

of unique features for uncompromising 

value and highly sensitive image sensors 

offering 100 frames per second and 

produces high-quality colour images. 



The Swing Catalyst Balance Plate adds an important 

dimension to golf instruction, and offers the user a "peek 

behind the curtain". The Balance Plate, consisting of more 
than 2000 high-resolution pressure s

ensors, provides detailed foot pressure data, accurate 

pressure distribution, real time center of pressure (CoP) 

and CoP patterns. All elements that cannot be determined 

by the best trained eye or even expensive high-speed 

cameras. The Swing Catalyst Balance Plate data is perfectly 

synchronized with high-speed video images as well as with 

data from the most popular ball/club tracking devices.

BALANCE PLATE 3D MOTION PLATE

The Swing Catalyst 3D Motion Plate is our flagship swing 

analysis system, already used by many of the best coaches in 

the world. The 3D Motion Plate is a unique combination of 

our state-of-the-art pressure plate technology (Balance 

Plate) and a highly advanced force plate. Not only can you 

study detailed foot pressure data and CoP patterns, the 3D 

Motion Platealso provides horizontal and vertical force 

measurements. From this we measure the amount of 

torque- and ground reaction forces generated during a golf 

swing. All 3D Motion Plate data is perfectly synchronized 

with high-speed video images and data from the most 

popular ball/club tracking devices.



Upgrade your Game.

PuttView is your visual toolbox for putting practice! The Augmented 

Reality System provides visual feedback on all important parameters 

of a putt (read, line, speed). In order to calculate a putt and display 

it, we scan your green and save a 3D model in our software upon 

installing the system at your facility. The user controls the system 

through an interactive tablet app, selects the putt he wants to play 

and chooses from a large variety of visuals to support his practice. 

Our customers are Beginners, Tour Players, Academies and 

Universities. PuttView enables engaging putting practice for 

everyone.



Contained within the structure of The Only Green™ is a trouble-free 

mechanism which enables you to set four different elevations of break into 

the green at each break station. The ends of the greens may also be elevated 

for uphill and downhill putts.

This very simple procedure takes only a few seconds and can be done by 

hand or from a standing position with any cavity-back putter. Simply raise 

the knob in the vertical slot while sliding the other adjustment knob to the 

desired A through D break elevation (D being the highest elevation).

The cup is regulation, and the green speed was developed with input from 

PGA Professionals and instructors who predominantly recommended a true, 

tournament speed green. Our proprietary surface rolls at 12.5 on the 

Stimpmeter.



Fight the undead horde with your club of choice and 

build your accuracy skills at the same time! In this 

battle against the clock, players can choose to either 

take out approaching zombies, or focus their shots on 

the crypts where the undead are spawned. Zombie Golf 

is the ultimate skill-building game for golfers of all ages.

ZOMBIE GOLF

GOLF ROULETTE

Challenge both skill and luck in this fast-paced and exciting 

adaptation of Vegas-style roulette! Players aim for one of several 

roulette wheels positioned on the golf range. Once a wheel is 

successfully hit, players place their bets, the wheel spins, and the 

casino-style action begins.

ADDITIONAL GAMES



CONTACT

Rohman Resource LLP, M-2, 3rd Floor Greater Kailash Part 1, New Delhi - 110048 Tel. no. 011 29234399, Mobile : 9871795858




